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WANTED 

Caldera Walk 
Mount Nullum 

SundayJune 28th 

Your help to find sick or dead frogs 
If you find a sick or dead frog for which there is no 
obvious cause e 9 recent chemical sP,raying. for 
their condition, please contact a National Parks & 
Wildlife Service officer at your nearest NPWS 
District office or, 
• Nick ShepparcJ(Project Coordinator Caffs 

Harbour 0266598231 
• Michael Mahoney (Conservation Biologist) 

Newcastle 02 49216014. 
What to Look for; 
Sick animals appear sluggish and may be found 
in exposed areas during the day. They may have 
sores on their skin and possibly inflammation and 
reddening on the back of their legs and 
underside. 



Imagine if your next car cost 27 cents 
to run, and your household expenditure 
on electricity, water and gas was 
slashed by half. What if your business 
could enjoy the same sort of energy 
savings? Well, all of this is possible 
right now. The products are available, 
the technology is proven." 

This is the opening paragraph of an 
article in the 'Australian' magazine 
dated 4·5th April 1998. The article 
goes on to list ways in which lowering 
production of greenhouse gases can 
also save money now for both 
businesses and homes. 

This is definitely good news, because 
the quickest way to interest the 
average person in saving the world is 
by saving himlher money. Disgusting 
but true. It's so easy to let depression 
get the better of you when thinking 
about the environment, and the 
average voter has lost interest over the 
past few years, probably from a 
combination of their own selfishness 
or greed, and the fear involved in 
actually coming to terms with the 
world's plight. We can all he greedy 
and selfish and fearful. And we've all 
got lots better stuff in us· than that. 

The world is in deep shit, and it's 
impossible to help without honestly 
dealing with that. But a far better 
approach to the populace is the 
positive ways we can help. 

It's utterly true that if every middle· 
class person decided multi-nationals' 
looting and pillaging had to stop· it 
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wowd. It's a conscious act which 
requires galvanizing. 

There's a superb series on Radio 
National at the moment called 7he 
Healing Century'. It's a six·part series 
(and we're taping it so you can get 
copies if you're interested) outlining 
the hundreds of ways in which change 
can be effected. It's a matter of 
consciousness and will, and can only 
come from every one, small person -
all of us together. The people with the 
power are so bound up with the strings 

, and trappings needed to gain and 
maintain their positions that they can't 
act - not without a mandate from us. 

Just as one small example of what you 
could do, letters are powerful things. 
Write to the relevant ministers and tell 
them we don't want the M.A.l. 
(Mwtilateral Agreement on 
Investment) or genetically engineered 
food, or whatever's important to you. 
Do something and encourage others to 
do something and we're on our way. 

It's amazing how encouraging it is to 
get a letter back from some 
government authority, and seeing the 
respect, a lmost fear, they regard us 
with. We just received a letter from the 
Premier's office in answer to a mere 
form letter we filled in about the S.E . . 
forests. Imagine if they received 
50,000 such letters, 100,000! It'd scare 
the whatsits out of them, because 
together we have the power. 

We know none of this is enough, but 
we'll go on worrying at this idea to see 
what we can come up with. There are 
endless possibilities· we just need to 
open them up. Knowing we have the 
power is the first step. Hwnans have a 
basic compassion which can be 
tapped, and a strength which can be 
mastered. 

.. 



Good grief, we'd bener get ofT the 
soapbox now - it's beginning to creak! 
Let's see, is there any more good news 
for thi s month? Ah yes, we've heard 
that Byron Shire IS installing 
composting toilets in parks etc. What a 
good idea! And Uki is getting a 
sewerage system which will put 100% 
of the treated outflow back into the 
land. My goodness, thi s is bordering 
on sanity! 

A P.S. on the M.A.I. - it's just the kind 
of thing which needs the help of 
zi llions of small people. This 
agreement, which is due to be signed 
frighteningly soon, will give multi
national companies the right to sue the 
Federal government for any 
favourit ism towards Australian 
companies, or trade barriers etc. No 
future government can reverse it for 
fifteen years. 

It 's a scary thing and we are not 
hearing about it because the multi 
nationals own the media. The ABC is 
ta lking about it, but precious few 
people listen to them. Find out about 
the M.A.!. and voice your concern, 
because if it's not already too late, it . 
nearly is. Remember, the only thing 
politicians are more afraid of than 
multi -nationals is losing office. 

That's probably enough - we're getting 
into a froth . So we'll leave you with 
some words from philosopher Benrand 
Russell : 

"The trouble with civilization is that 
the stupid are cock-sure and the 
intelligent are full of doubt." 

So don't hesitate, but activate it, 

Consuela 
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Presents 

"Underst:anding- IWaCe1r" 
Exploring the essential characteristics o!water 

Ct) "Water-A i;;;;'iSubscanc,," 
With guest speaker Callum Coats 

Author of "Uving Energies" & the "Ecotechnology" series, 
. explaining V1ktor Schauberger' s (1885-1958) brilliant work 

, with' natural energy. 

~ 
#Flow fOrlns- Water in movement" 

A presentation by Phil Stdgman 
Flowform water cascades - their origin, function and 

application in landscape design, agriculture 
and waste water treatment. 

~ 
#Grander Energised waterr 

All introduction to Grander Water Technology by Waynt 
Sl.ck, Managing Director G.W.T. Australia - its application 

in healing, domestic and commercial use . 

SATURDAY 27th JUNE, lOam - 4pm 
'. 

Gunneb3h Retrut. NObbys Creek Rd, Murwlllumb.b N.S.W 

Cost S2S -Lunch included- For bookings & further 
information please call: PllIru: (02) 6679 1565 



Tweed Shire Council Draft Management Plan and 
Budget for Year 1998-99 

Tweed Shire Council has prepared a Draft Management Plan for 1998/2001 that contains 
statements with respect to Council's proposed works and activities, revenue policy and budget for 
1998/99 plus projections for 1999/2001. Tweed Shire Council proposes to seek approval to 
increase the annual general (ordinary) rate by 6.2%, part of this increase, 2.3% ($370000), 
proposed for Agenda 21 - Sustaining the Tweed Program. 

The following priorities have been identified by the Agenda 21 audit process. 

Council Operations - Environmental Auditing Process 
Habitat Enhancement - Rehabilitation and Acquisition 
Stormwater Management Plan 

$ 20000 
$100000 
$ 15000 
$ 12000 
$ 5000 
$ 10000 
$ 12500 
$ 68000 
$ 30000 
$ 2500 
$ 95000 

SustainabiHty Indicators/Determining Community Objectives for EMP 
Public Consultation and Development of EMP 
Contaminated Land - Inventory and policy 
Air Pollution - (Numerous Strategies) 
Energy Conservation - Demonstration facilities and internal audit 
Environmental Audit 
utter Strategies 
Administration - Project Coordination 

Tweed Shire Council placed the plan on public exhibition and the Caldera Environment Centre 
made the following submission on two aspects of the plan, the Environmental Levy and the 
Strategic Planning Budget. 

We write to make comment on two aspects 
of the draft management plan and budget for 
the coming year - the proposal for an 
environmental levy and the failure to provide 
funds to further council's decision to prepare 
a draft LEP for King's Forest. 

Environmental Levy 

We welcome this initiative. It is our view that 
council's responsibility for environmental 
management can only be property pursued if 
a significant part of the budget is specifically 
set-aside for this purpose. We understand 
that a proportion of other budget areas is 
spent on what might also be called 
environmental management. We presume 
that this proportion will not be reduced. If the 
Minister for Local Government grants the 
necessary rate rise, we suggest that council 
should internally restrict the funds raised 
under the levy so that the community can be 
secure in the knowledge the funds will not be 
siphoned off to other areas of council activity. 

• 

We cannot find any great fault with the 
general project designations for the coming 
year. However, we have some criticisms of 
the detailed options listed. It is our 
understanding that council itself is yet to 
decide on which of a number of options will 
be funded within the designated project areas 
and that these decisions will only be made if 
the levy is raised. We suggest there should 
be further consultation with interested parties 
if and when these decisions are made. 

There are a number of grounds for the 
criticisms referred to above. They include: 

• Some projects could not be property 
funded from a budget specificaUy set aside 
for environmental purposes, e .g. projects 
that create what would be essentially 
urban park/ands. 

• Some projects could be better targeted; 
e.g. the Hastings Point and Fingal littoral 
rainforests are in more urgent need of 
protection and rehabilitation than the 



Wooyung occurrence. The former is also 
better I~ed for community involvement 
than the Wooyung occurrence. 

• Some projects are the subject of 
assurances made in the past by senior 
staff that they would not make a demand 
on the general fund, i.e . the botanic 
gardens. 

Strategic Planning Budget 
Kings Forest Draft LEP 

As council would be aware, the owners of 
Kings Forest have stated that they intend to 
submit a development application for the 
whole of the site later this year. If council 's 
decision to prepare a draft LEP for the land is 
not to be entirely preempted by the outcome 
of the development application, then council 
must immediately commence the necessary 
flora, fauna and other planning studies. 

The outcome at Kings Forest will determine 
whether one of the largest remaining natural 

areas on the Tweed Coast is to be properly 
protected or if it is to be significantly reduced 
in size and further fragmented . Under the 
present zoning scheme, the resutt can only 
be consistent with present day community 
expectations for nature conservation in the 
coastal zone if the proponents agree not to 
urbanise considerable areas zoned for the 
purpose. The preemptive clearing works 
undertaken by the owners in recent times 
indicate that the community cannot rely on 
them to submit a development application, 
which reasonably reflects the planning 
constraints. 

It is our submission that Tweed Shire Council 
will have failed its duty to ensure that 
development is ecologically sustainable if it 
does not finance and undertake the LES for 
Kings Forest in the coming year. 

Paul Hopkins 

Caldera member Marl< Perratt had the opportunity to join the blockade at Jabiluka and submitted 
the following article 

Recently I was asked by Peter Pedals of 
Rainbow Power to take his Remote Power 
Unit , consisting of ten Solar Panel, deep 
cycle batteries and inverter atl mounted on a 
trailer, to Jabiru in the Kakadu National Park. 
The unit was to be used to power the base 
camp at the Jabiluka blockade. Friends of the 
Earth paid for the fuel bill and my sister-in-law 
supplied the 4WD vehicle, as well as being 
co driver. We traveled through western 
Queensland and the Northern Territory 
arriving at Jabiluka camp 4 days later. The 
cheers of the blockaders greeted road weary 
drivers. First task was to set up the sodium 
low-pressure light, which lit up the entire 
kitchen and eating area, previously lit by a 
few kerosene lamps. The Remote Power Unit 
will also charge up and supply power for 
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communication equipment, lighting and 
rechargeables. 

The blockaders are there under the invitation 
of the Mirrar people, (the traditional owners of 
the land) to aid in their struggle against the 
giant Energy Resources Australia mining 
company. The company wants to establish 
an underground uranium mining operation, 
the second largest of its kind in the world. 
This is the first of up to 28 other proposed 
mines. Ranger mine which is next to the 
Jabiluka mining lease is already infamous for 
the release of radioactive water into the 
wetlands each monsoon season (contrary to 
claims in the EIS), as well as creating a highly 
radioactive tailings dump. This mine is also 
operated by ERA. 



(Jabiluka Blockade continued) 
Kakadu is an absolutely awesome National 
Park leased from the Mirrar people and other 
dans. The park is one of the few World 
helitage areas listed for its cultural as welt as 
natural values. Caves with some amazing 
rock "art galleries· have been continually 
inhabited for 20000 years. The natural values 
of this huge wetland area are apparent with a 
rich and diverse flora and fauna. The Jabiluka 
mine, which is within the National Park 
boundary, is opposed unanimously by the 
elders of the Mirrar people. This is an attempt 
by the Howard government to enlarge its 
nuclear agenda for Australia. The mine wilt 
create 20miUion tonnes of highly radioactive 
waste that will remain radioactive for the next 
100000 years. 

Sacred sites which the Mirrar people consider 
dangerous to be disturbed, will be disturbed 
by any mining and exploration on the Jabiluka 
lease. The Environmental Impact Statements 
on the mining leases are flawed and 
inadequate. The uranium are body at 
Jabiluka poses a health and safety hazard to 
miners because of its high radioactivity. The 
mining leases of both Ranger and Jabiluka 
were obtained from the Mirrar people through 
deceitful means and aboriginal elders were 
under duress. The senior traditional 
elder/owner, Toby Gagale, is a broken and 
dispirited man, who feels he has been unable 
to protect his country. His daughter, Yvonne 
Margarula has stated "we will fight to protect 
our country and that is a fact of life-. 
The blockaders energy and spirit is high and 
positive and the Mirrar people have supplied 
a site for the base camp, with good water and 
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basic toilets. People are living intents, vans 
and various temporary structures. There is a 
communal kitchen and eating area, also 
areas where workshops and meetings are 
held under cover. There are gatherings 
around campfires at night for talking and 
music. The blockade itself is several 
kilometres away at the entrance to the mining 
site. It looks effective and is manned 24 
hours a day. Twcrway radio communications 
is maintained between the blockade lookouts 
and the base camps allowing extra people to 
be rushed to the blockade at anytime. The 
police are now increasing their presence with 
morning and sometimes afternoon visits to 
the camp and blockade. They are usually 
followed by bicycle blockaders and video 
cameras . As Kakadu becomes drier the 
mining company is expected to attempt to 
move heavy machinery and personnel onto 
the site. At this point there is likely to be 
confrontation and arrests. It is intended to 
maintain the blockade until the end of the dry 
season in November, to prevent the mine 
construction and to allow court challenges to 
stop the illegal Activity of the mining 
company. The secretary of the Mt Isa Miners 
Union has promised financial support and 
stated "we will get some miners over there 
when things hot up· . It was great to find a 
mining union opposed to the uranium mine. 
The people at the Jabiluka blockade are of aU 
ages and backgrounds. They are determined 
and enthusiastic about being involved in the 
blockade. The people of this blockade 
together with the Mirrar, the original and 
present owners, of this land are reclaiming 
our future. 

Buses are leaving fortnightly from Sydney. The bus passes through the North Coast and anives in 
Ballina at 4am. The price is $230 return (concession) and $280 (waged). It is important to book 
and pay ASAP. Without your support the buses can not run. 
The entire journey length from Sydney to Jabiru is 48 hours. We are not joking when we say 
express. Each bus stops over for one day before returning to Sydney. 

Once you have bought a return ticket, you are free to take any of these buses back . Hopefully 
buses will be running for the entire length of the blockade, at least until the wet season in 
December 1998. 
To book onto a bus or to ask any questions about transport, car-pooling or the blockade, please 
call Hildy 66212767 or Peter 66220243 

• 



ORGANIC FOOD 

SWALLOWED BY AGRIBUSINESS? 

A deeply disturbing proposition has 
been put fOlWard by the U.S.A. 
Department of Agriculture to change the 
definition of organic food. If passed, this 
would allow food to be called organic 
which has been irradiated, bio--engineered 
(e.g. 'Round-up ready' soy beans, which arc 
already being sold in Australia - beware of 
any soy product from America), 
chemically grown, even feed-lot grown 
meat and battery chickens. 

Organically grown food comprises only 
t% of food produced in the U.S., but, 
according to George Monbio, a British 
joumaJist, it is the rapid growth of this 
sector (15 to 20% per annum) which is 
frightening the multi-nationals. Organic 
food does not lend itself to massive 
production and huge machinery, but 
depends on lots of people working 'on the 
land, treating it very carefully. 

What really frightens Monbio is the 
likelihood of the U.S. forcing their 
standards on the rest of the world if they 
manage to push them through at home. 

Already the U.S., using its heavy 
influence over the World Trade 
Organization, is forcing European 
consumers to drink milk from cows 
injected with growth honnones. Despite 
massive resistance from conswners and 
animal rights groups, the. U.S. insists that 
to refuse is to impose unfair barriers to 
trade - a protectionist mechanism. And 
they've won that round. 

Monbio is convinced the same arguments 
will be used in this instance, and that 
Australia will be successfully pressured as 
well. The whole thing can be seen as an 
extremely cynical exercise when you 
realise that there is even a provision to 
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prevent legitimate organic grower.; from 
calling their food by another name. 

The only bright light is that it is still just a 
proposal and the organic industry is being 
asked to comment. Catherine de Martigo 
from the U.S. Organic Trade Association 
is vowing to fight till they win. There 
could be a lot riding on that fight. 

Source: Late Night 
Live, Radio National March 1998 

,.---- ----- -- - --- .- -- ------
MAZE TIME 
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A c.rtaln Au,trallan 
citizen by the name of 

. , P. Hanson is anxious 
- t o sign her local 

( 'Sorry' Book for National 
Reconciliation Week . 

Could yo u please help her get 
there? '-----_._- - - _._ --_._--- -_. 



TIMBER IS TREASURE 

One of the saddest signs of our wasteful culture is the sight of timber thrown on the local tip. 
Trailer loads of tree limbs, piles of 4x2's in a jumbled heap. odds and ends of architraves, 
occasionally a whole wall's worth of cladding, all tossed out to be buried. Broken furniture, disused 
crates, amputated limbs of pruned garden shrubs ~ these are frequently to be seen. Dedicated 
scroungers will sometimes come across a pile of discarded firewood thoughtfully cut into 
convenient lengths. 

The ease with which we consign so much treasure to the waste heap is surprising. Anyone who has 
to collect winter firewood, or who has built a dwelling on a low budget - or even a chook shed or a 
cubby house - has some idea how valuable the stuff is. 

Consider what a richly recyclable resource timbeds. Firstly, as a living entity, it is a home to birds 
and wildlife, and a supplier of food and oxygen. If a tree is left to live its life in peace it eventually 
collapses and rots on the forest floor, providing nutrients for the soil, and ultimately to be recycled 
through decomposition. 

If, on the other hand, we harvest a tree for human benefit, we interrupt this cycle. With the best 
timber we can build our houses and furniture. Lesser quality wood might be OK for a shed or a 
fence. If it's not good enough for that it can still be useful for garden terracing or stakes. Beyond 
that it will serve as firewood. Timber is always useful. At the end of all this it can still fulfil its 
original role and compost down into the soil as nature intended. 

It is easy to take things for granted. Perhaps it is a sign of how privileged we are that we can treat 
timber so wastefully, but, like fresh water, its real value is inestimable. 
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BIOENERGY - A NEW 
DIRECTION 

Bioenergy, derived from organic residue such 
as sawmill waste, could prove to be an 
answer to Australia's rising energy needs. 
Scientists from the International Energy 
Association (lEA) are working on the 
application of bioenergy research to meet 
electricity and power demands wortdwide. 

In Africa and India bioenergy comprises over 
55% of energy use, but in developed 
countries the figure is far less, Wortdwide, 
14% of primary energy needs come from 
such sources. 

The EtA Bioenergy Agreement resulted from 
the 1970's oil : crisis. and research into new 
greenhouse -neutral and sustainable energy 
sources has been spurred on by global 
warming and the dangers of greenhouse 
emissions. 

~Many of the new trees which will be planted 
in Australia in the Plantations 2020 program 
could be used for energy production,W says 
Dr Glen Kile, chief of the CSIRO's Forestry 
and Forest Products division. "Not only does 
the planting of trees help to rehabilitate 
degraded agricultural land, but the trees can 
also act as an energy source for rural 
communities.-

Australia recently established a Biomass 
Taskforce and is considering subsctibing to 
the EIA Bioenergy Agreement. 

Melbourne Age :1' April 1998 

Tweed Catchment Management Committee 

Bush Regeneration Workshop 

Sunday 26~ July 1998 
To be held at Stokers Siding Hall from 

9.30 am to 3.30 am. 
AM Session Theory 
PM Session Pract ical 
Tutor : Rosemary Joseph 

Contact Gary Varga 
Rhonda James 

66725488 or 
66761284 
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Coming Events 
Green Movie Double 
David Bradbury Films 

Jabiluka and Loggerheads 
Plus Live Music and Food 
UKI HALL 5~ June $10 

Celtic City Sons 
19th June 

Stokers Siding Hall 
Food provided by Caldera 

EnvironmentCentre 

Extravaganza & Fundraiser 
Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers - Seabird Unit 

Phil Emanuel plus 9 bands 
Bilambil Jets Football Field 

Sunday 21 st June from 12 noon 
Tickets $20 Single $55 Family of four 

Includes 4 course meal 
Phone Lyn 66771706 or Lynne 55909730 

SEA of HANDS 
Murwillumbah 4" July 

Find out the real facts about the Howard 
Legislation 

Guest Speaker: Kate Molloy 
Byron Bay Women for Wik 

NEW PUBLICATIONS 
The Big Scrub Rainforest Landcare Group 

with the support of the Richmond Catchment 
Committee has produced two new 

publications . 
Common Weeds of Northern NSW 

A Practical Manual on their identification and 
control 

Subtropical Rainforest Restoration 
Caring for subtropical rainforest remnants and 

establishing rainforest plantings 

This subtropical rainforest restoration manual 
reflects the dramatic changes in community 

attitude over such a short lime span. II draws 
upon the successes and failures of the dedicated 
regenerators of this period who battled against 

indifference and entrenched inappropriate dogma 
to experiment with new approaches based on 

sound ecological principles 
Available from Caldera Environment Centre 



We are all familiar with the daily use of 
selective statistics to 'prove' this point or that 
depending on the prevailing requirements of 
whatever huxster has control of data. 

Nowhere is this activity more prevalent than 
in the arcane 'science' of conventional 
economics. Adherents of this dark art 
(sometimes depicted as those lacking the 
charisma to be an accountant) maintain a 
stranglehold over the political process. Pollys 
of aU brands slavishly parrot their nostrums 
despite their appalling record in getting 
anything right. The recent failure to predict 
the blindingly obvious Asian collapse is but 
one case in point. The current similarity of 
circumstances between the US stockmarket 
in 1929 and now, is likewise being largely 
ignored, probably because the 
consequences are too horrible for their 
economic rationalist customers to 
contemplate. 

This disturbing picture not withstanding, the 
economies of the world are guided by these 
practitioners of the "dismal science" which is 
based on the premise that world resources 
are limitless and that there is no 'economic 
cost' to environmental impacts. 

The ebb and flow of that entity the Gross 
Domestic Product is the major benchmark 
used to measure our degree of 
competitiveness in the world rat race. This 
measure is at best a blunt instrument and at 
worst fatally misleading. It incorporates such 
things as the costs of motor accidents and 
earthquakes as positive contributions yet 
ignores the social and environmental costs of 
destroying a rainforest. When the holding 
dam at Jabiluka eventually bursts and 
destroys much of the national park, we will be 
comforted by the thought that the cost of 
whatever cleanup is attempted will be a plus 
for GOP. 

A concept now emerging among progressive 
economists is 'true pricing' where social and 
environmental costs are incorporated into the 
balance sheet. Richard Neville put it well in a 
recent article, -A power company builds a 
dam, drying up the river and killing platypus, 

" 

as well as depriving locals of a camping 
ground. How can this be measured and pitted 
against its profits? As US economist Paul 
Hawken has noted, the expense of 
destroying the earth and damaging society is 
largely absent from the prices set in the 
marketplaces. Why shouldn't the casino that . 
accentuates local crime, breaks up families 
and robs the poor and weak be held to 
account for these costs? Not with token 
gestures, but hard nosed, red lined entries in 
the ledger, to the detriment of shareholder 
windfalls.-

The incorporation of 'true [pricing' into 
conventional economics is central to 
achieving economically sustainable 
development. If this does not happen 
'conventional economics' will continue to 
chart the destruction of the little we have left. 
Tom Tabart. 

Uk; Landcare 

If you live anywhere near Uki you might 
like to lend a hand helping to revegetate 
the riverbank. Our small but growing band 
of Landcarers are dedicated to this huge 
and rewarding task. 

We meet every fourth Saturday of the 
month, from 1 pm onwards, to weed, 
mulch and replant on the riverbank. 

It's fun , it's local and it's effective. Bring 
any relevant tools, and something to eat. 

Phone contact: Janaki 66797163 

Next workday - June 20th 



CHEMICALS PLAGUE US ALL 

Hormone-disrupting chemicals, 
responsible for birth defects and physical 
abnormalities, are everywhere. This is the 
warning from a team of international 
researchers who have just published a 
series of papers in the journal 'Toxicology 
and Industrial Health'. 

Everyone in the world has been exposed to 
the chemicals. They are found in native 
populations from the Arctic to the tropics, 
in wildlife and in the oceans, as well as 
throughout the industrial nations. 'We 
estimate with confidence that every 
pregnant woman in the world has 
endocrine disruptors in her body that are 
transferred to the foetus,' the researchers. 

Thea Colborn, a pharmacist and zoologist 
with World Wide Fund for Nature, says the 
scientists were struck by how strong the 
evidence was of the effects of the 
chemicals. Their statement is worded in 
unusually strong language for scientists. 
They said they were 'certain' the chemicals 
- which include insecticides such as DDT 
and industrial chemicals such as PCBs -
impaired neurological and behavioral 
development in all embryos. 'This loss of 
potential in humans and wildlife is 
expressed as behavioral and physical 
abnonnalities. rt may be expressed as 

- reduced intellectual capacity or social 
adaptability,' they said in a summary. 

The researchers include experts from the 
US Centres for Disease Control and 
Prevention, the Environmental Protection 
Authority. WWF, University of Siena and 
Toronto Hospital. Having first met at a 
conference in Italy in 1995, the scientists 
reviewed and scrutinized their data before 
deciding to publ ish their findings this year. 

'I was really surpri sed,' said Colborn. They 
were wi lling to st ick their necks out to 

-
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make this statement because they were so 
concerned.' International action will be 
needed to deal with the problem, she said. 
Industry would need to adapt. 

'In some instances it is going to be very 
difficult to replace some of the plastics 
that we have come to depend upon,' 
Colborn said. 'I truly don't think that 
industry understood the nature of the 
chemicals they were producing.' 

from The Sunday Age 11.1. 98 

Caldera Walk 

The next Caldera Walk will be to 
Mount Nullum. 

Sunday 28th June 
Meet at 10am 

Bring water, hat and lunch 
Final arrangements have not been made 
to organise access to the walking track. 
The meeting place will be posted in the 
Caldera Environment Centre and 
advertised on the radio. 

Phone contact: Rhonda 66761284 
or Henry 66760012 

GREGMAPP& 
PAUL HESSION 

PHARMACY 
I ~ KLng 51 !\\W'\I'LUWlIb;l.h .::~:;~ 

Ph 66721394 

Have YOU tried 
natural medicines? 

Greg or Paul can fonnulate a herbal mixture 
specifically for you to get you back on your feet . 

Call in & talk to Greg or Paulloday. 



YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE 
General Meeting Tuesday gltl June 

Tuesday 14~ July 
Upstairs at the Courthouse Hotel 
Main Street Murwillumbah 
SHOW YOUR SUPPORT 

5.30pm 
BE THERE 

TREE is published on a bi-monthly basis and preparation is undertaken during the last week of the 
month. The next edition will be closing in late July and available in early August 1998. 
Letters to the Editor and editorials are welcomed. Current local issues are of particular interest, as 
TREE attempts to provide up to date information on Tweed and north coast environmental issues 
and events. 
Advertisements are encouraged for a small fee and may be lodged at the shop. 
Editing and layout is undertaken by Rhonda James and Ian Herscovitch, front cover by Barbara 
Suttie. 
The editor and committee of the Caldera Environment 'Centre do not necessarily agree with the 
opinions and comments expressed in TREE. 

Caldera Environment Centre has placed a request with Tweed Shire Council for one of the 
seven computers that are being offered free to community groups. The applications closed 
on the 151t1 May but a decision has yet to be made due to the large number of applications, S 
70. Oh well we have a 1 in 10 chance, here's hoping we are successful. As members would 
be aware the centre is in need of their own computer as it would assist in the production of 
Tree, a membership database, accounts and contact with other environment centres. If 
successful consideration could be given to the profit from the next fundraiser going to the 
purchase of a printer and m<;Kfem. Keep your fingers crossed. 

Ian Herscovitch has returned to assisting in the preparation of Tree. Thanks Ian. 

I YOUR MEMBERSHIP IS DUE IN J I 
L...--__ ~ ~ ____ 

SUPPORT YOUR LOCAL ENVIRONMENT CENTRE - Act Locally 
't 

CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE PO Box 5090 5th Murwillumbah 2484 Phone 66 721 121 
Become a member of the CALDERA ENVIRONMENT CENTRE ;YU:Heceive your bl r'~ 

:::y of "TREE" magazine. _ ... ...... ...... ... ... ; ....... ..) ......... ..... . 

Add 

..•.. Phone .. ........ ... . .. . .. ... ... ....... .. .... .. ... . .. 

MEMBERSHIP Single Regular $20 Family Regular 
Single Concession $12 Family Concession 

L-______________ ~DO~N~A~n!O~N~5~0~f~~a~n~d~0~v~.~r!a~~~~~x~~~ 
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$2. 
$1. 
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